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UNIT I

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF ALGEBRA

An introduction to modern mathematics is presented,

followed by discussion of three basic algebraic concepts:

sets, relations, and operations. All behaviors will be

performed under test conditions: in class, without open

books or notes, and all work is to be shown without

scratch paper.

I Goal: The student will understand the basic
elements of set theory.

Objective: 1. The student will define what is meant
by A = B where A and B are sets.

100

Sample item: Define what is meant by
A = B where A and B are sets.

2. Given a list of pairs of sets, the
student will relate the sets, A and B,
in each pair by showing whether A = B,
ALB, BeA, ALB, or BcA.

66

Sample item: Write 1 if A= B
2 if AFB
3 if BszA
4 if A cr-B
5 if B4=A
6 if none of the

above are true

greater than zeros
multiples of 3.1
multiples of 2j

a.

b.

A =
B =
A =
B

fintegersi
(integers
;integral
{integral



Objective: 3. Given two sets, A and B, the student

will inacate the elements of A UB

and A /1 B.

II Goal:

80
Sample item: Indicate the union and
intersection of the following sets:

a. A = 11,3,61
B = 13,5,7}

b. A = tmegative odd numbers)
B = integers divisible by -lj

4. Given two or three sets, the student

will draw a Venn diagram representing
the sets and given expressions invol-

ving the sets.
66

Sample item: If U is the set of inte-

gers and A = 11,2,3i
B = (1,2,3,4,53
C = (3,4,5,6,71

draw a Venn diagram representing A,B,
and C and cross-match neatly the area

representing A u(B/1 0).

The student will understand the concepts

of cross- product, relation, and equivalence

relation.

Objective: 5. Given two sets, S and T, the student
will form SxS, SxT, and Tx S.

Sample item: Let S = 40,1,21 and

T = 4-1,0,1i. ;:zorm SxS, SxT, and

rl'L S.

90

6. The student will define terms taken
from the following list: ordered pair,

product set (cross-product), relation,
reflexive, symmetric, transitive,
equivalence relation.

100

Sample item: Define the term symmetric

in terms of a relation R.
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Obiective: 7. The student will identify which pro-

perties of an eklivalence relation

are true for a given relation.
66

Sample item: Given a relation

= f(a,a),(a,b)1(a,c),(b,b),(bla),(c,01
on a set S = fa,b,c1, identify those
properties of an equivalence relation

which are true for R.

III Goal: The student will understand the terms

commutative, associative, and distributive.

Objective: S.- The student will define the terms

commutative, associative, and distri-

butive. 100

IV Goal:

Sample item: Define commutative with

respect to addition of integers.

The student will understand the concept of

an operation and be able to apply it to

group properties.

Objective: 9. The student will define terms tal:en

from the following list: operation,

identity element, inverse of an element.
100

Sample item: Define the term operation.

10. Given an operation, the student will

determine whether that operation is

commutative, associative, or distri-

butive. 66

Sample item: If a*b means take a+b+2

where a and b are integers and * is

an operation defined on I, is * commu-

tative? associative? distributive?

11. Given a table of operations, the student

will determine whether the set is a

group. If the set is not a group, the

student will identify those properties

which the set lacks to make it a group.
75

Sample item: Given the following tables,
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in each case indicate whether or not
the set A = l.avb,c1 is a group. If the
set is not a m-oup,.indicate which
property or properties are lacking.

a. O

a

b

b.
a

b

a b c

-a c b
c b a

b a c

a b c
b c a
c a b
a b c



UNIT II

THE REAL NUMBER SYSTEM

This unit discusses properties of the real numbers

which are prerquisite for subsequent areas of study.

Unless otherwise noted, all behaviors will be performed

under test conditions: in class, without open books or

notes, and all work is to be shown without scratch paper.

I Joel: The student will be able to demonstrate

that a given set is a field.

Ob'ective: 1. At home with open books permitted, the

student will show that the set of

rational numbers, Q, defined as ordered

pairs, is a field by proving all the

field properties for Q.

I/ Goal: The student will be able to utilize the

rules governing inequalities and absolute

values for real numbers.

Objective: 2. The student will indicate whether the

given mathematical sentences are true

or false and then either prove or

give a counterexample, respectively.

Sample item: Indicate whether the

following is true or falai; if true,

prove and if false, give a counterexample;

If a4b40, then b2 ca2.

Objective : 3. Given an expression, the student will

indicate the absolute value of that

expression.

Sample item: Evaluate the following:

a. 13 -51

b. 114-x1 if y"0"x

95

90

90



III Goal: The students will understaryd the representa-

tion of the real numbers by a numbr line.

Objective: 4. The student will define terms from the

following list using set notation:

open interval, closed interval, half-

open interval.

Sample item: Define the term open

interval using set notation and

indicate the symbol for the open

interval from -3 to 8.

Oblective: 5. The student will prove given statements

concerning the concept of length on the

real line. 80

Sample item: Show that lb-al<la-cl

if a4b4c.

Objective: 6. Given a set of real numbers, the student,

will sketch its graph on the real

number line. 90

Sample item: Sketch the graph of the

following sets:
a. lx/Ix143.1
b. inineli 3
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UNIT III

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS'

proficiency in manipulative skills'is necessary for

the application of mathematical principles. This unit

discusses types of algebraic expressions and the manipu-

lation of such expressions. All behaviors will be

performed under test conditions: in class, without open

books or notes, and all work is to be shown without

scratch paper.

I Goal: The student will gain proficiency ih
manipulating expressions involving integral
and rational exponents and radicals.

Ittketive: 1. The student will simplify a list of
expressions involving integral exponents.

70

Sample item: Simplify the following
and remove all negative exponents:

a . 2.-. 1113
y

b. (stur
(st) u"4

Objective: 2. The student will simplify a list of
expressions involving rational exponents.

70

Sample item: Simplify the following
and remove all negative exponents:

a. (a1-4)1)* ab--) 2
in

b. w
b15
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Objective: 3. The student will simplify a list of
expressions involving radicals and
rational exponents.

II Goal:

Sample item: Simplify the following:

a.34x6(16x8)* b. 3 x1375-

The student will be able to perform
operations with and factor polynomials.

Objective: 4. The student will perform the indicated
operation and find the degree of the
resulting polynomial.

Sample item: Perform the indicated
operation and find the degree of the
resulting polynomial:

a. (x3+3x+2) (x2.3x+5)

b. 6x2 + 4x
2:c

70

70

Objective: 5. The student will factor each of the
given polynomials by completing the
square.

75

Sample item: Factor by completing the
square:

a. 16x2 + 64x - 80 b. a2 + 8a + 1

Objective: 6. The student will factor each of the
given polynomials by any method.

75

Sample item: Factor by any method:

a. 16x4 - y8 b. x3 + x2 + x + 1

Objective: 7. The student will perform the given
operation and simplify the given rational
integral algebraic expressions.

70

Sample item: Simplify the following:

a. 1 + 1 b. b a 417
a2 b--2- a

x
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UNIT IV

EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

The ,solving of equations and inequalities is one of

the more important tasks in the study of elementary alge-

bra. Many applications of mathematics to other fields

are based on the concept of finding or interpreting a

single variable in terms of other-known parameters. All

behaviors will be performed'Under test conditions: in

class, without open books or notes, and all work is to be

shown without scratch paper.

I Goal: The student will be able to solve linear

equations and applications involving

linear equations.

Ob'ective: 1. The student will solve a list of lin-

ear equations in one variable.

Sample item: Give the solution set

for each of the following equations:

a. 6x + 3 = 4
b. 2/(4-x) = 1/(2x-8)

Objective: 2. Given a list of formulas, the student

will solve each for the indicated
variable in terms of the other variables.

85

Sample item: Solve for theindicated
variable in terms of the remaining vari-

ables in the following equations:
a. p = 2(1 + w) for 1

b. F = (9/5)C 32 for C

85



3. Given au aipplication (word problem) ,
th.4 student will translate the problem
into mathematical symbols involving
a linear equation.

66
Sample item: Translate the following
problems into mathematical symbols. Do
not solve the problems.
a. If a car travels 18 miles on a gallon

of gas, how far will a $1*00 purchase
ahe him if one gallon costs 320?

Objective : 4. Given al. application, the student will
solve for the unkl.ovn variable.

60
Sample 1..:31m: Solve the following problem:
The sum of tU of a 2-digit
number ia 13, the difference equals 5.
Wat is the numlc,c?

II Goal: The student will be able to use the quadra-'
tic formula to solve quadratic equations-and
applications involving quadratic equations.

Objective : 5. The student will indicate for a given,
list of quadratic equations Whether c:ach
equation has a double, root, two real
solutions, or no real solutions.

90
Sample icem: Indicate whethsr the
following equations have a double 7Qot,
two unique real roots, or no root:
a. 2x- + 6x . 5 = 0

b. x= 1_
1-x

Objective: 6. Given a list of quadratic equations,
the student will solve each by using
the quadratic formula.

Sample item: Solve the following by
usin the quadratic formula:
a. xz + 6x - 7 = 0

b. x2 - 8 = 0

85



Objective : 7. Given applications involving quad-
ratio equation, the student solve
each by using the quadratic formula.

60
Sample item: The product of two conse-
cutive integers is 8. Show that no
solution is possible.

The student will be able to solve miscel-
laneous equations in one variable by expo-
nential manipulations or transformations.

otiestiya: 8. Given a list of equations in one vari-
able, the student will find the solution
set of each by using a suitable exponen-
tial manipulation or transformation.

70
Sample item: Give the solution set for
each of the following:
a. 157737- IR:TR 3

b. = 2

c. yLl.-1.2y2+ 32 = 0

The student will be able to solve inequalities .

in one variable and graph the solution set..

Objective: 9. Given a list of linear inequalities,
the student will solve each and sketch
the graph of the solution set.

80
Sample item: Indicate and graph the
solution set to each of the following:
a. 2x + 3.4 7
b. 3(x+4)a7(5-x)

III Goal:

IV Goal:

Objective: 10: Given a list of linear inequalities
involving absolute values, the student
will solve each and sketch the graph
of the solution set.

80
Sample item: Indicate and graph the
solution set to each of the following:
a. lx+2163
b. 13-xl>2



alective: 11: Given a list of quadratic inequalities,
the student will solve each and sketch
the graph of the solution set.

Sample item: Give the solution set
and sketch the graph of the solution
set for each of the following:

a. x2 + x 6 :=0

b. x2 . 7x + 64:0

80

Objective: 12: Given a list of inequalities involving
rational integral algebraic expressions,
the student will solve each and sketch
the graph of the solution set.

Sample item: Give the solution set
and sketch the graph of the solution
set for each of the following:

1
Gis

X

b. x+1 h
x+3

30
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UNIT V

FUNCTIONS AND GRAMiS

Correspondences between sets and mathematical

pictures that represent these correspondences are important

concepts which tie classroom mathematics to the world

outside the closed educational environment. Basic proper-

ties of functions and graphs are studied in this unit. All

'behaviors will be performed under test conditions: in

class, without open books or notes, land all work is to

be shown without scratch paper.

I Goal: The student will understand the following
terms: function, domain, range, even and
odd function, independent variable, depen-
dent variable.

Objective: 1. The student will define terms from the
above list.

Sample item: Define the term function.

Objective: 2. The student will give the domain and
range of a given list of functions.

Sample item: Give the. domain and range
of the following functions:
a. f(x) Il-n6

c. h(x) =b. g(x) = 14.

Obeective: 3. The student will distinguish even and
odd functions.

4

100

85

80
Sample item: Write
E if the function is even
0 if the function is odd
N if the function is neither even or odd:

a. f(x) = x2 - x4 b. g(x) = zltr
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II Goal: The student will be able to graph functions

of one and two variables:

Ob4ective:

Objective:

ajective:

Objective:

III Goal:

Objective:

4. Tho students will define terms from the
following list: graph, increasing,
decreasing, strictly increasing, strict-
ly decreasing, maximum (minimum) value,
eneluded region.

100

sample item: Define what it means for
a function to be strictly increasing
and give an example of one.

5. The student will graph a given list of
relations and sets.

75

Sample item: Graph the following:
a. S = 5r>.x,/

b. S= 1,(x,y) : 1:0=21

6. The student will sketch the graphs of a
given list of functions of one variable.

80

Sample item: Sketch the graphs of the
following:
a. f(x) = Ixi
b. f(x) = 3x + 7

7. The student will sketch the graphs of
a given list of functions of two
variables.

Sample item: Sketch the graphs of the

following equations:.
a. xy + y 1
b. 2xy = x4 + x

The student will understand the equation of

the circle and the distance formula.

8. The student will use the distance
to show given points are vertices
certain geometrical figures.

Sample item: Show that the points
(1,2), (7,2), and (4,9) are vertices
of an isosceles triangle.

70

formula
of

70



01212c.t.j..ve: 9. The student will find the equation of
a circle given certain cond6tions.

70

/ Sample item: Find the equation of the
circle with center at (3,3) and tangent
to both axes.

Objective: 10. Given the equation of a circle, the
student will find the center and radius
of the circle.

70

Sample item: Find the center and radius
of the circle given by the equation
x2 4. 2y + 4x + 2 = 0 .

IV poal: The student will be able to graph quadratic
equations.

Objective: 11. The student will graph a given quadra-
tic equation and find the x-intercepts,
y-intercepts, and vertex.

Sample item: Graph the equation
y = (x+2)2 and give the x-intercepts,
y-intercepts, and vertex. State
whether the vertex is a maximum, mini-
mum, or neither.

V Goal: The student will understand the concept of
variation.

70

Objective : 12. The student will define terms taken
from the following list: canstant,of
variation, directly proportional,
inversely proportional.

Sample item: Define what it means
for one variable to vary inversely
proportional to another.

Obective: 13. The student will solve applications
of problems involving variation.

Sample item: If the area of a circle
varies directly proportional to the
square of the radius, what is the
constant of proportionality?

100

66

;4 l.4



VI Goal: The studont will understand the concepts
of composite and inverse functions.

Obiective: 14. Gil'en two functions, f and g, the
student will form f g and g f, and
Wicate whether or not g = f-1.

Sample item: If f(x) = 2x and

gg(x) f=

x + 1, find f g and g f; does

= '1?

Objective: 15: Given a function f, th6 student will
find the inverse function of f.

70

66

Sample item: Find the inverse function
of f(x) = 3x - 1 and specify the domain
and range for which f-L(f(x)) = x.



UNIT VI

SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

The concept of a solution for a given equation can

be generalized to finding the solution set for more than

one equation in more than one unknown. This unit inves-

tigates methods of solving systems of equations and also

discusses graphing techniques with respect to the solution

of a system of inequalities. Unless otherwise noted, all

behaviors will be performed under test conditions: in

class, without open books or notes, and all work is to be

shown without scratch paper.

I Goal: The student will.be able to apply the
substitution method to solve systems of
equations.

Objective: 1. The student will use the method of
substitution to find a solution set
for given systems of equations.

Sample item: Find the solution set
for the following system:

x! Ot

Objective: 2. The student will show that if p and q
are two equations in x and y, if
S = f(xl,y1)1 Sq = {(x9 y2)i are the
solution sets to p and.q respectively,
and if S is the solution set to the
system fp,qi, then S = SeSq.

75

66
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II Goal: The student will be able to solve systems

of linear equations in more than two
variables.

Objective : 3. The student will solve a system of two
equations in two unknowns by the
reduction of. simultaneous equations.

Sample item: Solve
x + y = 10

. x y = 6
by reducing the simultaneous. equations.

Ob'ective: 4. The student will find the solution set
of a system of it linear equations in
m unknowns by reducing simultaneous
equations or by the substitution method,
where it = 2,3,41 and m = 2,3,4,

Sample item: .Give the solution set of
the following system:

x + y + z = 2
2x + 3y - z = 9

x + z = 0

Ne,r,

90

70

Objective: 5. The student will use matrix methods to
find the solution set of a system of
linear equations.

70

Sample item: Use matrix methods to solve
x y + z = .10
x +2y .3z = 27
2x + y .2z = 23

III Goal: The student will understand the following
concepts and be able to apply them to solve

systems of linear equations.: determinant,
minor, cofactor, and Cramer's rule.

Objective: 6. The student will find the determinants
of a givre.n list of matrices by expanding
by minors.

. 75
Sample item:
by minors:

Find det A by expanding

0 1

r
2

.1. 1

*Sr.



Objective: 7. The student will show various proper -

ties of determinants by evaluating

determinants in equations or expressions.
75

Sample item: If

all 112

A = a21 8:22

aii a32

show that det A = det A.

a13 all a21 a31

a23 , A a12 a22
a32

a33 a13 a23 a33

Ob'ective:. 8. The student will use Cramer's rule to

solve a given system of linear equations.
80

Sample item: Use Cramer's rule to solve

x + 2y + 3z = 2
2x + Lty + 2z = -1
x + 2y . 2z = 5,

IV Goal: The student will be able to solve a system

of inequalities.

Objective: 9. Given a system of inequalities, not

necessarily linear, the student will indi-

cate the solution set by sketching the

graph of the system.
80

Sample item: Indicate the solution set

of the following system by sketching

the graph of the inequalities and shading

heavily the solution set:
x + <2

x2 + yz< 25

Objective: 10. At home with open books and notes the

student will solve a linear programming

application of solving systems of linear

inequalities. 50



UNIT VII

POLYNOMIALS

The theory of polynomials is generalized beyond the

quadratic to a polynomial of arbitrary degree, and factori-

zation and root extraction is discussed for an arbitrary

polynomial. All behaviors will be performed under test

conditions: in class, without open book v. notes, and

all work is to be shown without scratch paper.

I Goal: The student will demonstrate the algebraic
properties of polynomials.

Objective: 1. Given two polynomials
the student will form
degree of f(x) + g(x)

Sample item: If f(x)
and g(x) = x - 1, form
f(x)g(x) and give the

f(x) and g(x),
and give the
and f(x)g(x).

85
=x2 + 2x + 3
f(x) + g(x) and

degree of each.

Objective: 2. The student will prove algebraic
properties which hold for F x .

Sample items:
a. Show -F[x] is associative with respect

to both addition awl pultiplication.
b. Show that f(x) = xi has no multipli-

cative inverse in F[4.

II goal: The student will understand and be able to
apply properties of division to FM.

Objective: 3. The student will form quotients of
polynomials by long division and synthe-
tic division.

66

80

Sample item: If f(x) = x3 - 3x2 + 4
and g(x) = x 3, find f(x)/g(x) by
both long division and synthetic division.



allstizs: 4. The student will use the remainder and
factor theorems to show whether f(c),
for some given c, is a toot of 2(x).

80

Sample item: If f(x) = x3 - 3x2 4,

is x = 2 a root? Prove your result, i.e.
don't just substitute into the equation.

The student will understand principles of
factorization theory.

Objective: 5. Given roots of a polynomial, the student
will exhibit that polynomial.

80
Sample item: Find the polynomial whose
roots are 1-i and 1+i.

Objective: 6. The student will find the zeroes of a
given polynomial and state the multi-
plicity of each root.

75

Sample item: Find the zeroes of
f(x) = 1 and state the multiplicity
of each root.

Objective: 7. The student will find rational roots of
a polynomial with integral coefficients.

75

IV Goal:

Sawle item: Find the roots of
6x4 x . 1.

The student will understand the basic concepts
of complex numbers.

Objective: 8. The student will be able to add, subtract,
multiply, and divide complex numbers.

90
Sample item: Evaluate (1 +1) /(1 -i).

Ob'ective:'9. The student will be able to show any of
the following properties:
a. 771-w = E+5;

b. ztr
c. E = z iff z is real

d. zn = in for all n N 90

Objective: 10. The student will show that if f (z) = 0,

then f(E) = 0.
75



CALCULUS & GEOMETRY OBJECTIVES: SET # 2



UNIT 0: REVIEW OF PRERE U3 ITE MATHEMATICS

This unit will consider inequalities, set theory as applied to

intervals , absolute values, coordinate systems, the distance for-

mula and a review of trigonometry.

es.

I. 22as The student will know the definitions of<,",1,12=

and be able to give geometric interpretations of them.

ObJective: 1. Taking "positive number" as undefined, the
student will, in five minutes, with no refer-
ences, define with 100A accuracy the above
symbols.

2. Given five simultaneous Ilnear inequalities,
the student will, in two minutes, wIth no
references, graph the solutions of at least
four on number lines (i.e., "xaxes"), each
with 100% accuracy.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book, one minute.)
Graph all solutions of m74' x 1.

II. Oft The student will be able to solve polynomial and other
rational inequalities.

Ob active: 3. Given a factored polynomial, the student
will, in five minutes, with no references,
draw a schematic graph (indicating all zeros
and all points at which the polynomial is posi-
tive ).
Sample Test Item: (Closed boctk, five minutes.)
Graph schematically: (x 2)40c 3) (x 6)>1).

Intoilal oVotheilrstitinsrsinequality,
hs'ItUdialt welt i itt* filrelainutes, with no ream
ewes& solve algebraically for all solutions,
with BOA accuracy.
S le Test Item: (Closed book, V-ve mInutes
iiiesKO Solve (0- 2x eau 3 < 5 x "atilt Gas 15,

(b) (x 2)21x 4 3)5
>0.

(x 4 6)3
III. gult The student will know basic terminology of set theory

and be able to apply it to intervals.



akolys) 5. Given A tx: X 662f, B"=:= ix: -10' x4c. 51*
the student will, in five minutes, with no
references, (a) define A in words, (b) define
A B in either words or symbols, (c) define A B
in either words or symbols, with 80% accuracy.

6. In set theory symbols, the student will, in
five minutes* wittlno references, de/Ines(a,b),

(Go* )* as they apply to intervals*
with 80% accuracy.

ta,b! La,b)to (a, (ae), (480,1*a), el*

IV, 92130 The student will know and be able to apply the defi-
nition of the absolute value of a number.

ajectives 7. The student will, in one minute, with no ref-
erences* bo able to define 110, with 100% accuracy.

8. Given an equation or inequality involving
absolute values, the student will, in one
minute, with no references, rewrite equivalent
inequalities (or equations) which do not in-
volve absolute values, with 100% accuracy.
S am le Test Item: (Closed book, one minute.)
ewr to x 2 without using absolute values.

9. Given an inequality involving absolute values,
the student will, in one minute, with no ref-
erences, indicate all solutions on a number line.
S e Test item: (Closed book* one minute.)
araph all of e solutions of ix op 314. 2.

V. goal The
and

VI.

9blectiva:

student will be able to validate the use of one-
twotimenstonal rectangular coordinate systems.

10. The student will* in five minutes, with no
references, explain in 50 words or lees Why
the x -axis is a model for the real numbers and
why the xy-plane is a model for the set of
all real number pairs* with 75% accuracy.

The student wilI be able to graph efficiently equations
wherein y is expressed in terms of x.

ObJectiveil 11. Given an equation with y expressed in terms of
x, the student will determine, in five minutes,
with no references, for what values of x y is
not, defined, with 80% accuracy.
S le Test Item: (Closed book, five minutes.)
or what va ues of x is y not defined? y -47:777.

112 Given an equation with y expressed in terms of
x, the student will, in five minutes, with no
references, determine the x- and rpintercepts
of the graph, with 80% accuracy.
am212.11AI.1142w (Closed book, five minutes.)

Find the x- and y-intercepts of y 77.



gpAective; 13. Given an equation with y 0:Tressed in terms of x,
. the student will, in two minutes, with no raw

(menace* determine whether or not there is sym-
metry about the y-axis, with 100h accuracy.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book, two minutes.)
Is the gra5677-y= \/11. 41'

xd symmetric about
the y-axis?

VII, Slog as The student will know and be able to both derive and
use the distance formula.

alpctive: ik. The student will, in five minutes, with no
references, state with 100X accuracy and derive
with 80;6 accuracy the distance formula.

15. The student will, in five minutes, with no ref-
erences, compute the distances between three
patios of Wnts in the xy- plane, wlth 80X
accuracy.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book* five minutes.)
Find the distance (a) between (-5,2) and (4.3*-6),
(b) between (144-7) and (xiy), and (o) between
(cos A, sin A) and (cosB, sin 3).

VIII, Goal: The student will be able to characterize given circles
with equations.

0.1,31111almv 16. Given a circle, the student will, in two minutes*
with no references, determine an equation
characterizing it, with accuracy in all detail,
except possible arithmetic errors.
S le Test Items (Closed book, two minutes.)
r e an aqua *on of the circle with center
(-3,7) and radius 4.

17. Given an equation of a circle, the student will*
in five minutes, with no references, determine
the center and radius, with no errors other than
in arithmetic.
Silvis Test Item: (Closed book, five minutes.)
Find the center and radius of thk, ercle determined
by x2 4m y2 - 42c 46. 6y 41. 3 0 0.

IX. gulls The student will be able to define trigonometric functions
in terms of coordinates and give analytic derivations of
basic identities.

0121.ves 18. The student will, in five minutes, with no refs,
erences, define five of the trigonomettic func-
tions, with at least 80% accuracy.

19. The student will, in 20 minutes at most, with no
references, derive one of the standard trigono-
metric identities* with 80X accuracy.
SaripXe Test Item: (Closed book, 20 minutes.)
Derive the formula for cos (A B).



UNIT 1: FUNCTIONS

This unit will consider definition of "relations" the definition of

"functions" types. offunctions, graphs of functions, techniques of

graphing, combinations of functions and their graphs.

Objectives,

I. Go a] The student will know what a "relation" is, in the maths-

matical sense.

......L.Obectt.W1 1. The student will. in three minutes, with no ret
erencess define ('relation," with 100A accuracy.

2. The student will, in two minutes, with no refer
ences, give an example of a relations with 100%

accuracy.

II. pc.x.a.j. The student will know and be able to apply the definition

of "function."

alective: 3. The student will. in three minutes, with no ref
erences, define 'function," with 100X0 accuracy.

4. given a list of five functions, the student wills
in five minutes, with no references, determine
whether or not each Is a function, with at least
four correct determinations.

III. 22..41 The student will know and be

of "constant," "polynomial,"
"transcendental," as applied

Objective: S.

6.

able to apply the definitions
"rational," "algebraic," and
to functions.

The student wills in five minutes, with no refer
ences, define four of the above listed terms.

In five minutes& with no references, the student
will give examples of each of the followings with

100A accuracy.

(a) A constant function.

(b) A noneonstant polynomial.

(c) A rational function which is not a polynomial.

(d) An algebraic function which is not a rational
function.



IV. Goal: The student will be able to graph and analyze algebraic
functions.

Objective : 7. Given four linear functions, the student will,
in five minutes and with no references, deter-
mine the slope and ymintercept of at least
three.
Stun le Test Item: (Closed book, five minutes.)

nd the slope and y- intercept of each of at
least three of the rollowing:

(a) ye3x 16; (b) r.2 = -4;
x

(c) yz.5; (d) as. z.l.
2 3

8. Given five linear functions, the student will,
in five minutes, with no references, graph at
least four correctly.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book, five minutes.)
braph the fdirMilg:

(a) 2x 5y 10 =0; (b)

(e) 8- 2y =3; (a) jai;

(e) x 41=12°
7 m 2

9. Given five linear functions, the student will, in
five minutes, with no references, select (a) two
that have parallel graphs, (b) two that have
perpendicular graphs, both with 100A; accuracy.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book, five minutes.)
Select from tha following linear functions two
that have

(a) parallel graphs, (b) perpendicular graphs:

(i) y 3x - 6; (Li) 2x 6y - 3 =0;

(iii) Sx tay 1; (iv) 6x so 2y =9;

(v) x a 3y 3 =O.

10. Given descriptions of five lines, the student
will, in 15 minutes, with no references, determine
the equations of at least four.
Sp le Test Item (Closed book, 15 minutes.)
Find equations of at least four of the following
lines:

(a) through ( - 2, 3) and ( 7, 8);



(b) through (0, 9) and of slope

(c) through (-4, 2) and parallel to y 3x ;

(d) through (3, - 1) and perpendicular to

y 7tx ;

(e) with x- and y- intercepts 3 and me 4, respect-

tively.

11. Given a pol7nomial function, the student will dis-

cern at sight, with no references, the general

configuration of its graph (whether its shape is

basically that of a U or that of an 0, and whether

the U or S is pointing up or down).

S mple Test Item: (Closed book, two minutes.)

8ketch the general configuration of the graphs of

each of the following:

(a) yrs se2x2.1 (lower powers of x);

(b) yr.:5x (0) y 1 xl° - ....;
1.-7-

(d) y=61. 1000x15 .; (0) y x .22

12. Given a rational function, the student will, in 10

minutes, with no references, graph it, noting any

asymptotes, intercepts and symmetry, as well as do-

main of definition, with at least 80h accuracy.

Sample `re t Item: (Closed book, 10 minutes.)

Graph the follow ng, noting any asymptotes, inter-

cepts, symmetry, as well as the domain of definition:

7
1)

V. Go 4p, The student will know the definitions of various combinations

of functions and their implications on graphing.

Obelisatire: 13. Given functions f: R R and g: R R, the student

will, in five minutes, with no references, define

(a) fg, (b) f g, (c) fig, (d) fog, with

90% accuracy.

1!.. Given three combinations of functions, the student

will, in 10 minutes, with no references, graph at

least two correctly.
le Test Item (Closed book, 10 minutes.)

rrec y graph at least two of the following,

given the graph of y sin x:

(a) 7 x sin x; (b) y sin (L);

(0) 7 x sin x.
(x)



VI, The student will be able to define, recognize, graph and

determine conic sections (i.e., quadratic relations).

1.2,11 15. Given a particular conic section, the student
will, in three minutes, with no references, dem
fine it with 100h accuracy.

16. Given five quadratic relations, the student
will, in five minutes, with no references, iden-
ttfy what kind of conic section each is, with
80% accuracy.
Sam le Test Item: (Closed book, five minutes.)
den fy each of the following conics:

(a) x2
2
1 .1; (b) (7 3)2=m 12(x 6);

16 25

(a) Cy ow 5)2 s 3) 2 =16;

(a) x
2

( .1; (e)

T.6

17. Given five quadratic relations, the student will,
in 20 minutes, wtth no references, graph at least

four correctly.
Sam le Test Item: (Closed book, 20 minutes.)
raph at leas four dt the following:

(a) 25x2 1672 us 144;

(b) 72 me 12x 67 40 63 =0;

(0) (Y ma 5)2 - (x - 3)2 = 16;

(d) x2 ai
ls

(e)
x2 op 2 3 n

18. Given three nondegenerate conic sections, with
foci and vertices (or equivalent conditions)
specified, the student will, in 15 minutes, with

no references, write equations for two, with not

more than one arithmetic error in each equation.

Sample Test Item: (Closed book, 15 minutes.)
Derive equations for at least two of the following:

(a) the parabola with focus ( "2, 4), directrix
7 ax w 2;

(b) the ellipse with foci (2. 4), vertices

(2, 5);

(a) the hyperbola with asymptotes 2y =2.it'x,

vertices ( 5, 0).



UNIT 2: LIMITS AND CONTINUITY

This unit will consider the definitions of both finite and 2infinite
limits* theorems on limits of sums, products and quotients, the
definition of continuity and its graphical interpretation.

Objectives

I. Gam: The student will know and be able to apply the definition
of "limits" both finite and infinite.

Objective: 1. The student will, in three minutes, with no Perm
erencess define "finite limits" with 80% accuracy.

2. The student wills in three minutes, with no ref
erencess define "infinite limits" with 80A accurm
acy.

3. Given a function that "obviously approaches at
certain limit at a certain points" the student
wills in 10 minutes, with no reference Drys,
that the function approaches the limits us ng g GIDE
techniques with 70 accuracy.
Sam le Test Item: (Closed boots 10 minutes.)
Ping and 4, prove, that lien

x-1.2

441 The student wills in two minutes, with no refer'
encess give an example of a function that does ma
have a limit at some points with 100 accuracy.

I/. 1211G The student will be able to states prove and use theorems
on limits of sums, products and quotients.

Objective: 5. The student wills
state a specified
S le Test Item:

ate the theorem
two functions.

in two minutes, with no referen cess
limit theorem with 90% accuracy.
(Closed books two minutes.)

concerning the limit of a sum of

6. The student wills in 10 minutest with no references,
prove a specified limit theorem, with 75% accuracy.

7. Given a mathematical statement involving limits,
the student will in one minutes with no refefencess
cite the limit theorem which justifies it. 100%
accuracy.
Stele Test Item: (Closed books one minute.)



If x-t02 and y ti 3 as t-).16, why does xy_ 6 as t-4.16?

M. Goal: The student will be able to define and interp._Irnt graphically
"continuity."

Ot.leves, 8. The student will, in two minutes, with no refer.'
ences, define 'If is continuous at x pit with

100$ accuracy.

9. Given a function f and a point x 8 the student
will, in 10 minutes, with no references, ploys,
(using& etc.. ) that f is continuous at x , with
80h accuracy.
aLimple Test Ite : (Closed book, 10 minutes.)
rave: x ex m 3 is continuous at x 2.

10. Given a function f undefined at a certain point
x continuous at all other points, the student
wills in 10 minutes, with no references, determine
how to define f at x so that f is continuous
at x 00 If he can't carry out the computations,
he will at least outline a method for making the
determination.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book, 10 minutes.)
he unction defined by the following equation
is continuous for all real x excdpt x 2, at
which point it is undefined. Determine a dais.
nition of the function at x 2 which ;enders the
function continuous for all x. x m 8.277.r

11. The student will, in two minutes, with no refer
ences, sketch a discontinuous function, indicas
ting en for which no appropriate can be found.
100A accuracy.



UNIT Val'vES

This unit considers the definition and application of "derivative"
(applications to tangent lines, extrema* velocity), continuity of a
differentiable function, differentiation formulas for algebraic
functions, implicit differentiation, higher derivatives, partial
differentiation and antidifferentiation.

ObJeatives

I. luOLL The student will be able to defines derive* compute and
apply the definition of derivative.

Oblectives, 1. The student frill, in two minutes, with no refer
encess define "the derivative of f at x s" with
90$ accuracy.

2. Given a list of 10 elementary algebraic functions,
the student will, in five minutes, with no refer
amass compute the derivative of each, with at
least 90$ accuracy.

(Closed book, five minutes.)
064ite thed&iiiVatives of at least nine of the
followtng:

(a) 7 = x2; (b) 7 =3; (0) y= ;

(d) y := 2L. ; (0) y ,.(x 2)
162

x3

(f) 7 T.:(x3 16x2 1)(x5 13x 2);

y .z.Iff I (h) y 452.1
P..-(1) 3= 0 ; (j) 7 mg \pc

3. Given a basic theorem on differentiations the
student will, in 10 minutes, with no references,
prove it, with 75% accuracy.

e Test Item: (Closed book, 10 minutes+)
rove: d

dx

4. Given a problem involving tangent lines, extrema,
or velocity, the student will, in 10 minutes, with
no references* outline a method a proof, with
100; accuracy.



Sample Test Ite t (Closed book, 10 minutes.)
Considering it as a minimum problem, derive a

formula for the distance from the point (x ,y )

to the line determined by Ax4. 0Y-40 0111: 0.

S. Given a problem of the type in 4, the student

will, in 10 minutes, with no references, carry
out the computations, with no errors other than

one or two in arithmetic.

II. Goal: The student will know that a function differentiable at a

point is also continuous at that point.

Objectival 6. The student will, in 10 minutes, with no refer-

ences, prove that a function differentiable at a

point is also continuous at that point, with
BOA accuracy.

7. The student will, in 2 minutes, with no references,
sketch the graph of a function that is continuous,
but not differentiable, with 1006 accuracy.

III. Goal l The student will be able to differentiate implicitly.

ObAective: 8. Given an implicitly defined algebraic function,
the student will, in five minutes, with no reform

omen, and with at most two errors in arithmetic
and/or algebra, compute the derivative of the

function at a specific point.
S le Te t Its (Closed book, five minutes.)

xy x?y x3r- 6.

IV. gull The student will know how to compute higher derivatives and

apply them to graph analysis .

Obioctive: 9. Given a function, the student will, in five mAlutes,
with no references and no errors other than in
arithmetic, compute the third derivative.

(Closed book, five m4nutes.)
mpute derivalgive of y =162E4 16.

x
10. Given a function and a point, the student will,

in 10 minutes, with no references, prove that the

graph is concave downward at the point, with
90% accuracy.
Sample Test Item: (Closed book, 10 minutes.)
Proves y IT concave downward at

V. avail The student will know the notation of partial differentia-
tion and be able to compute simple partial derivattves.

ObJectived, 11. Given a function of two variables, the student
will, in five minutes, with no references, compute
the partial derivative with respect to one of the
variables, with 90% accuracy.

3alaw.TeLtItmt. (Closed book, five minutes.)



If aax27 ar compute al
7 t)

VI, gnu The student will know what an antidarivative is and be

able to compute one, as well as apply antLderivattves to

motion problems.

0121ece: 12. Given a polynomial function, the student will,
in two minutes, with no references, compute an
antiderivative, with 90 accuracy.
S le Test Item: (Closed book, two minmtes.X

mpu e an an erivative of xc

13. Given a motion problem, the student will, in
five minutes, with no references, outline a method
of solution, with 100h accuracy.
S le Te t Ite : (Closed book, five minutes.)

tl d a method of solution of the following

problems

A mathematics professor's oar goes through a red
traffic light at 45 miles per hour and continues
along the straight street at the same speed. A

police car, manned by a dropmout from the prom
fessor's calculus course, leaves the light in
eager pursuit two seconds later, starting from

at rest and accelerating at nine feet per second

per second. How far down the straight street
from the traffic light does the policeman over
take the professor?

14. Given the motion problem in 13, the student will,
in five minutes, with no referenced, carry out
the computations, making no more than two errors

in arithmetic.



21111 RBVIEW

This unit considers techniques of solving word problems, mathematical

proofs and the place of analyt to geometry and calculus in the history

of mpthematics.

012jecti vet,

I. bail The student will broaden his repertoire of proULemamsolving

techniques.

allgam 1. Given a list of five word problems involving two

or more concepts from this course* the student

will, in one hour, with no references, outline
the solutions of at least three.
gmplejLord Problem: (Closed book, one hour.)

A Maniacal Drop-out caught a professor, and is

laughing hystertcally as he lowers the professor,

bound and gagged* slowly into a cylindrical tank
(radius of tto circular bottom: six feet) partially
filled with hydrochloric acid. If he's lowering
the professor in a vertical posttion at the rate

of half a foot a second* h is the depth of the

acid at the side of the tank when the lowest ex
tremity of the professor is x feet below the

surface* and Otx) is the cross-sectional area of

the professor at the surface at this time* find

an expression for the rate of change of h

II, ataila The student will perfect his ability to analyze* synthesise

and evaluate proofs.

Objectives 2. Analysis: Given a proof from the course textbook

of a theorem from elementary differential calculaso
that involves three or more implications* the
student will in 10 minutes, with no references
other than the text, identify at bast three impli-

cations* specifying for each the hypothesis and

conclusion* these latter two with at least 809

completeness.
e Te t Ite : (Open book* 10 minutes.)
proo of he Mean -Value Theorem on pages

20-241 of the text, identify at least three im-

plications, specifying for each the hypothesis and

conclusion.



3. Synthesis: Given (without proof) an established
theorem of elementary differential calculus, the
proof of which ts not ;I:eluded in the course
textbook, the student will in 20 minutes, with the
textbook as his only reference, write a proof of
the theorem in which 805 of his implications are
logically correct* assuming all results stated in
the course textbook.
S a Tes6 Item: (Open book. 20 minutes.)
rove o o o, r theorem: If f differeng
ti able when,, a x-b with fit (x) -0 fdpr
and fl(x

o
) 0 for a certain x0 * and a x xo

, then f(xi)f(x2 )

h. Imaluation: Given a fellow student's paper
written in hoped -for attainment of objective e
above* the student will, with the course texts'
book as his only reference, ascertain in 30 m nm
utes with at least 90% accuracy, whether or not
the fellow student has indeed attained the objec-
tive.
S le Test Item: (Open book. 30 minutes.)
Gig'ven a fellow student's proposed proof of the
theorem in e, determine if his chain of implica-
tions lead to the conclusion of the theorem
and if-BOX or more of his implications are logicep
ally correct.

III. ftilla The student will broaden his knowledge of the historical
aspects of calculus.

pblectives, 5. Given a list of throe problems of calculus and
analytic geometry, the student will, in five min-
utes, with no references, place at least four of
them in the century in which they were fires solved.
Simnje Test Item: (Closed book* one mlnute.)
Mn what century wag the problem of area under a
parabola first solved? (3rd B.C., 6th A.D., 1Z.th
AO.* 19th A.D., or 20tho A.D.)

6. The student will* in two minutes, with no references,
list three mathematicians who have attained the
eminence in mathematics that Einstein attained in
physics, with errors in name- spelling permissible.



CALCULUS AND GEOMETRY OBJECTIVES: SET # .2.,

/



The textbook for this course is Calculus by Walter

Leighton, published by Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1958.

Behavioral Objectives

In the following, general styrlos of functions are

given because of the impossibility of designating all

possible functions, indeed oven of the infinite number

of general functions.

I. The Derivative of a Function

1. The Concept of a Function

Given a function of the style 46)=. X.4.1e1 tho

student will compute the value for the given

constant ,
2. The Graph of a Function

)(
A

Given a function of the style N(.10 "0-1 the

student will dketch the graph of the function.

3. Limits
X

Given a function of the style 400v- 041 the

student will compute the limit value of the function

as X approaches some constant value as a limit.

4. The Derivative



31(
Given a function of the storlo 41):: tho

studont will computo the dorivativo of the function

without the aid of thooroiis, using the definition of

the derivative only.

5. 2atos and Velocities

Given a physical situation involving a linear function

the studont U.,r computing the derivative of the func-

tion and using standard physical formulas such as

volocit, area, etc. will find the.velocit7, area,

or some other physical moasuromont as asked.

6. Tangents; Slope of a Curve; Yormals

Given a function of tho style cC the

student will compute the equations of the tangent

and normal lines to tho curve of the function at

a given point.

7. Maxima and Minima

Given a function of tho st?'lo (O= ) the

student will find the maximum and minimum points

of the curve of the function.

8. Continuous Functions

Given a function of the -SCOv-2style

(..X*

the

student will state whether or not tho function is

continuous at a given point.

II. Some Basic Formulas of Differentiation

1. Theorems on Limits

Given a function of the styloSra= the

student will differentiate the function using the

AX. notation.

2. The Derivatives of Sums, Products, and Quotients



...) .7,
e

Given a function of the stylett*,-
....

V.....__4-

____._ the
X-4

student will differentiate the function using stan-

dard theorems.

3. The Differentiation of a Function of a Function

Given a function of the style 400';z6.1.1014) the

student will differentiate the function using the

function of a function concept.

4. The Differential

Given a function of the style 441:Y= oi-o(.P the

student will compute &SOCA.

5. Parametric equations

Given functions of the st:le X=L Z `0=.
14:t.2%

the student will sketch the curve.

III. Implicit Functions

1. The Differentiation of an Implicit Function

Given a function of the style X Y z kr the

student will compute the equations of the tangent

and normal lines to the curve of the function at a

given poet.

IV. Curve Tracing; Maxima and Minima

111. Moments of Curve Tracing

Given a function of the style yl= the

student will sketch the curve of the function.

2. Asymptotes
tx-IXA-443

Given a function of the style:Yw. the
tIL-244bcrk)

student will sketch the curve of the function.

3, Slant Asymptotes

Given a function of the style =
(.70k

the

student will sketch the curve of the function, find



and draw in all asymptotes.

4. Graphs of Certain Other Algebraic Functions

'3% OL".**3)d1/4

Given a function of the style NO-=0 the
OW) Ok 2.)

student will sketch the curve of the function.

5. Maxima, Minima, and Points of Inflection

Given a function of the style Nh=7e--3X1r7ft the

student will find maxima, minima, and points of

inflection.

7V. Tho Definite Integral

1. The Definite Integral

Given a definite integral of the style S Cs/..+.2%)

the student will evaluate it without the use of

theorems on integration, using the summation method.

2. Some Theorems on Definite Integrals

Given a definite integral of the style (445')&x,
ci

v,

the student will evUuate it using standard theorems.

The Fundamental Theorem of the Integral Calculus

Given a definite integral of the style
c

COX ) &Y.

the student will evaluate it using standard theorems

and the fundamental theorem.

4. The Area Under a Curve

Given a curve Ytr- )1. the student will find the area

under the curve between the limes 1=OL and 144.,

5. On Formal Integration

Given an integral of the style S CIA

the student will evaluate it.

6. Integration by Substitution

Given an integral of the style ,F.77. ),

the student will evaluate it by using an appropriate



substitution.

7. Volumes

Given a physical situation involving a simple geom-

etrical figure, the student will use the integration

process to find the volume of the figure.

VI. Trigonometric Functions

1. Definitions; Elementary Identities

Given a trigonometric identity the student will prove

it using the elementary identities.

2. Radian Measure

Given a degree measure the student will express it in

radian measure.

3. The Derivatives of the Trigonometric Functions
ALIA, 7.Y.

Given a function of the style gust-
1

the siu.Defit
oc

will differentiate the function using standard theorems.

4. Inverse Trigonometric Futictions

Given a function of the style yr- am-.4mf4_*vv%,x the

student will find the equations of the tangent and

normal lines to the curve of the function at a given

point.

5. Integrals

Given an integral of the style c ct16.301, go( the

student will ovaluato it using standard theorems.

Polar Coordinates

Given a function of tho style Q Cerb., 3( the

student will sketch the curve of the function.

7. Areas in Polar Coordinates

Given a curve of the style
"2.

1 1 Ceik. the



student will find the area enclosed by the curve.

VII. Logarithmic and Exponential Functions; Law of the Mean

1. The Logarithm

Given a function of the style SgOzr,telr41,-70(-1.-Z) the

student will compute maxima, ma... a , and points of

inflection of the curve of the function.

2. The TI:xponential Function A
MY%

Given a function of the style 400v. the

student will differentiate the function using stan-

dard theorems.

3. Some Related Integrals
J614.

Given an integral of the style c 1( 4 the

student will evaluate it using standard theorems.

4. Hyperbolic Fubctions

Given a function of the style No= t6.1 the student

will sketch the curve of the function.

5. MHospital's Rule
7thrw

Given a function of the style g:At: 4L the

student will find the limit value of the function as
1.1

X approaches a given limit value, using I'Hospital's

rule.

VIII. Formal Integration

1. Trigonometric Integrals

Given a trigonometric integral the student will eval-

uate it using standard theorems.

2. Trigonometric Substitutions
St.X.

Given an integral of the style the

student will evaluate it using a trigonometric sub-

stitution and other standard theorems.

3. Partial Fractions



Givon an intoral of tho sta.() 04.4-60(3+1)
the

studont will ovaluato it usine, thooroms on partial

fractions.

4. 2ational 'PlInetions of tho Trigonometric Functions

Given an intogral of a rational trigonomotric function

tho student will ovaluato it using utandard thooroms.

5. Integration by Parts

Given an intogral of tho stzTlo `s( the

stldont will ovaluato it using tho mothod of intogratioh

by parts.



CALCULUS AND GEOMETRY OBJECTIVES: SET # 4

01,



Richard N. Johnson and Fred L. Ilokomester. Calm*, with Analytio Oeois

MIEL. 2nd. ed. &retain Allyn and Bacon, 1980.

UNIT 1, Topics from Algebra

Calculus, like algebra Is soncernedwith the properties of numbers.

However, unlike algebra' it has to do with the oonoept of limit rather

than 41140% purely algebralo concepts as faotorisation, solving equations,

eta. This unit is designeito refresh the students memory on certain me-

requisite algebraic, concepts and the introduction of certain topics which

are of secondary iaportanoe to algebra but are of primary importanoe In

calculus. A.pretest will be given the seoonaolass meeting to determine

"MINIM should begin our discw.ssion of algebra.

Objectives:

The student will display an ability to apply the techniques of in-

termediate algebra by solving 1) a list of linear equations for one un-

known 2) several sets of simultaneous equations for two and three un-

knowns 3) !motoring a list of polynomials 4) solving a set of quadradio

equations. Performanoe will be demonstrated under standard exam con-

ditions lasting the full second class meeting. 80% accuracy is expected

for each of the four item.

The following objectives will be assessed on the first exam, closed

book, one hour in lAngth.

1. The student will define the intergers, the rational numbers, the ir-

rational members, the complex nuAbers, absolute value, inequalities, co-

ordinate lines, intervals, closed intervals, open intervals, open intervals.

90% accuracy is expected.

2. The student will restate these definitions verbally without the use

of mathematical symbols. He may use graphs and Illustrations. 70% so-



ouracy is expeoted.

3. The student will be able to solve a set of problems similar to

those assigned for homework. 70% accuracy is expected.

UNIT 2, Introduction to Analytio Geometry

Many applications of the calculus are found in the solution of gee.

metric problems such as that of finding the area of oirdle, the length of

curved lines, tangents to curved lines, or the volumes of solid figures.

The basis of these applications lies in that part of mathematios known as

analytio geometry in which numbers are used to determine the position of

points, and equations are used to describe geometric figures.

Objectivics.

The following objectives will be assessed on the first exam.

A

1. The student will define the following terms or state the following

theorems: Graph of an equation, the distance formula, oirole equation,

,slope of a lime, formula for the slope of a line, conditions for paralft

le or perpendicular lines. 80% accuracy is expected.

2. , The student will restate these definations and theorems verbally

(in writing) without the use of mathematical symbols. NO may use graphs

and illustrations. 70% accuracy is expected.

8. The student will be able to solve a set of problems similar to

those assigned Oor homework. 70% accuracy is expeoted.



UNIT 3e Fanotions

Amoral theory of the oaloulue is not possible without the use

of funotions. In fact, the word function with a strict mathematioal.,

meaning was introduced by Leibnits, one of the discoverers of the calm

oulus. Therefore,bsfore getting into calculus proper, we should discuss

functions.

Ob

The following objective. will be assessed on the first exam, closed

book, one hour in length.

1. The student will define the following terms or state the following

theoremss function, domain, range, product functions, sum functions,

and the difference between functions, inures/sing function, deoreasing

functions, monotone funotions. 90% accuracy expected.



UNIT 4t Limits and Derivatives

In this unit we lay the foundation for the calculus. This founda

tion will consist of definitions and basic theorems. The new ooncepts

are limit, continuity, and derivative. The introduction of limits is the

quantum jump that allows us to proceed from' elementary mmthamatios such

as algebra and geometry to higher isathenaties the calculus.

Obieotiv.e

The following objectives will be assessed on the second exam, closed

book, one hour in length.

1. The student will define the following terms, cr state the following

theorems: limit, continuity, the limit theorems (text designation 4.16,

4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.23), derivative, tangent line,

continuity of a differentiable V:: theo 96% accuracy is required.

(The student will find that this is one of the crucial objectives of the

course. If he has difficulty with it he is advised to seek aid from the

instructor.)

2. The student will restate the above definitions and theorems verbally

(in writing) without the use of mathematical symbols. He may use graphs

and illustrations 70% accuracy is expected.

3. The student will be able to solve a set of problems similar to those

assigned for homework. 70% acoursoy is expected.



UNIT 51 Differentiation of Algebraic; FUnctions

Algebraic functions are encountered very often in practice. In this

unit we will develop a set
of41fferentiation formulas that will allow us

to find the derivative of every algebraic function.

Objectivist

The following objectives will be assessed on the second exam, closed

book, one hour in length.

1. The student will be able to define the following terms or state the

following theoremss,:,sum formula, product and quotient formulas, the chain

rule, and higher deriietives.

2. The student will state the above definitions and theorems verbally

(in writing) without the use of mathematical symbols. He may use graphs

and illustrations, 70% accuracy is expected.

3. The student will be able to solve a set of problems similar to those

assigned for homework. 70% accuracy is expected.

111111/40,



UNIT 61. Applications of the Derivative

We have already disoussed one application oC the derivative, name-

ly the problem of finding tangent lines to the graph of a function. One

of the common applications of the derivative concerns the best way to do

something maximum or minumum valise of a function. The derivative is

uniquely suited to this application. The derivative is also used to find

the velocity and acceleration of moving objects. We will be concerned

with these and other applications of the derivative in this unit.

Objectives::

The following objectives will be assessed on the second'exam, closed

book, one hour in length.

1. The student will define, the following terms or state the following

theoremst tangent line, extras= of a function, rules for finding ext

roman and infleotion points of a function, Rollets theorem, concave ups.

ward, concave downward, AgE Ulu. Theorem, velocity, acceleration4 anti

derative.

2, The student will restate the above definitions and theorems verbally

(in writing) without the use of mathematical symbols. He may use graphs

and illustrations. 70% accuracy is expected.

So The student will solve a set of problems similar to those assigned

for homework. 70% accuracy is expected.



UNIT 7t The Definite Integral

In this unit we introduce the other principle topic of the calculus,

the integral. CerWLn additional concepts are introduced in this unit to

lay the foundation for the integral. The theory of integration Is the

most elerent found in the calculus.

Ob eotivest

The following objectives will be assessed on the third exam, closed

book, oneIlaur in length.

1. The student will be able to define the following terms and state the

following theorems: upper bound, lower bound, upper and lower integrals,

theorems 8.9, 8.10, 8.11, 8.12, 8.13, defintte integral, theorem 8.18,

The Fundamental Theorem of the Calculus, change of variable transformation,

sequences, Rieman sums, intermediate value theorem. 80% accuracy.

2. The student will be able to restate the above theorems and definations

verbally On w*iting) without the use of mathematical syMbolii. 70% aeouracy

is expected.

3. The student will Solve problems similar to those assigned for home-

work. 70% scour:my is expected.



UNIT et Applications of the Integral

In this unit we will cover twoof the common applications of the

Integral. the determination of the areas bounded by regions in a\

plane and the volume contained in solid figures.

MIttelv
The following objectives will be assessed on the third exams closed

book, one hour in length.

1. The student will find the area in & region bounded by algebraic fun-

ctions. 80% accuracy is required.

2. The student will find the volume of solids formed by rotating al-

gebraic functions about their axis. 40% accuracy is expected.

ti



UNIT 9, Terminal Objectives

As stated in the oourse introduotton, this °ourse is designed to

give the student an ability to perform the processes of differentiation

and integration and to apply the processes to common problems. This

unit is designed as a review of the past eight units and as preparation

for easement of the course objectives.

adeativIes

1. The student will apply the process of differentiation or intograte

tion to a list of 100 funotiona. Use of tables will be permitted in

otherwise examination conditions without time limit. 90% acouraoy is

expeoted.

2. The student will solve a list of 20 common problems requiring the

use of the processes of integration and/or differentiation. Use of

tables will be permitted in otherwise examination conditions without

time limit. 70% accuracy is expected.



CALCULUS AND GEOMETRY OBJECTIVES: SET #



Text:

$

WIT

R.11.71.1.0111/ 7/1/5,11711,

Calculus and Analytic Geometry Thomas r, George Ro

Addison Wesley., 3rd Edit ono

Rate of Change of a Function

Si;neral Objipctive - ho student will become ,.cquaini.ed wii* the ctnalvt:Ic
.$1444.' 104 $4$.1M.i.$4 %WA 041114,1$11., W0000741.4 $104A 1$1.4

$$$$$$441:a4000,U4

N)omentry of the straight line.
't,r eta* 4$1$$.414, 41$1.$41$ $1,1$$$$*$.4 kotr$447.4,4.1 .Ve .41.41,1,4Ar.ONS

813ecific Objective .-, (1) the student will define in oae :7,011tence the term
41:1..irmev1f uto @K w,.

slope of a straip.ht
ama000^4 )4.0r rdiCsAe Ww0r.w4.4$. $w0..o.4.4

(2) Givan the graph of a lines he will calculate the

slope of the lino.

(3) Given the equation of,a liner he will determine

by analyois the slo,A1 of the line

(4) The student will state in one sentence the relation-

ship between the slope of Et given line and the slope

of a line perpendicular to the given line.

(5) The student will derive the equation for a straight

line in both the point-slope fort and in the slope

intercept formo

(6) The student will solve problems 1-24 in section 1-3

of the texto



WIT - Rate of Chanse of a Fuacticn

IT. General Objective: The student will know the meaning of the term function and

how to graph a function.

Specific Objective:

la The student wial define the following t4)rms in one sentonc

for ...)ach item: variable, independent md dependent variables,

domain of a variable, range of a variable, function.

2. Given a function, the student will be able to vaph the function

on a set of cartesian corrdinate axasa

3. The student will do proaems 10 2, 31 40 & 5 in Section 1-60



UNIT I - Rate of Change of a Function

III. General Objective: The student will know how to obtain the derivativA of a

function using the ,), process.

Specific Objective:

1, The student will distinvish between the secant line between

any two points on a given curve and the tangent line at any

pof.nt of the two .;pints given on the curve*

2. The student will, in 2.m3 sentences, explain the rel::tionship

between tie slope of the secant line between any two points

ce, the curve usin the conc;pt of the limiting value of the

slope.

30 Using the 4 process, the student will evaluate the slope of

4 curve at :my point.

4. The student will write the eluation defining the derivative of

a function.

5. The student will graph the function, sing the value of the

derive tive ta determine horizontil tanaenta to the curve.

6. The student will do prOlem 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, & 15 in

section 1-7 & ;rroblems 1, 3, 5, 70 9, 11, 18, & 20 in section

1.0



UNIT I « Rate of Change of a Function

General Objective - the student will be able to solve velocity and rate

problem

Specific I - The student will express the velocity of a moving body in terms

of the defining e..epresAon of the derivative

II - The student will express the time rate of change of a ..?hysical

qu.mity (y) (repressed as a :function y f (a) in terms Of the

definiag espressiJn of the derivative0

III - The student will expros.5 ,pometrical to of change of a

function in terms of the defining expression of the derivative.

IV - The student will solve problAm 1, 3v 5, 7, 99 109 section 1-90



UdIT 1 - Rate of Change of a Function

General Objective - The student will know how to evaluate the limit of a

function.

Specific Objective - (1) The student will in two to three sentencos5 Give the

definition of a limit

(2) The student will in two to three sentenceso state

when a limit may or may not exist

(3) The student will solve Ixobleins 1-7 section 1-10.



Mitt II - Deriv:Ative of Alavbraic Functiotke

Genoral The stuelent will know the expve$sions 'ox the derivative o? the

simple monomi:.1 polynomial algebraic functions.

4e.;:lfic I. The student will state and :oro7o formula for
r

1VC,U70

of the fvmotioA erc. <!4-,A,sotet-t .

;i:,lecific I. The stud9:%; w:111 state and co rive the forA)aa for tho doriv,

of tho fanctioa Lk.s when n ic positive int,4;;er

Spfeific III. The tstv,dent will state ana derive the formula for the ,aeriviAM,se

of the fanction Lit Q.,1A where 1,4 t..1 (1°)1 /Iva from it develop an expr-.)e.i.n

for the derivative of fairn
),

Specific IV. The stadett will strAte and derivo the formula for the aerivative

of Wrir where A 4:11" arc differentiable functions of x

Specific V. The otadeAt will do problems 1-15.3 16, 17v 19 and 22 in section 210



Otot. Tho student will know the foreatlielor the dariw!,,tivog ti nal

exyresaons,

Cyl*

I.., The student will
the proalct o;: two C.iVercnUable fanotionE..;

wtd deriv fov'mila for

studont will atato aad 4ld4'ivo the fcruula for t:

quotient A of two differentia'ole functionsi,

Specifto III. The student will state and derive the fu.:nula for ths devati7e

with respect to le 0L Lit
o where n is a positive integer and 4(is o

/- f

a

:!unction of lc

Sp -ific IV. The studeIt will do problems 1-1, Section 2-2n



IIIQ Ge,leral - The student will know how to obtain the derivative of algebraic

functions in which 7 is an implicit function of x

specific I, Given m:1 evation in which yiis expressed implicitly as a function

of xv the stvdent will be able to obtain <4f. of the fm action

Specif'c II° The student will be able to obtain the derivative of the function

ofirt I./BA:VOA is some differentiable function of x 4A is the

Jmtio of two integers and rj

Specific III The student will do problems it 2 3v 4, 6, :LO i2, 25v 260

300 31 Section 2-3



Illy General . The student will know how to eLititaate the increment of a function when

the independent variable under -pea :An incement

Specific Io The student wil in his own words distinguish between the principal

part and the remainder of aa incremesa in a function and demonstrate the
quantities in a graph

ct-rrr°,4/ me?le

Specific II. The student will he able to,aRpv(wfiellite the value of a function

to a given order of accurwxy

Specific III. Tha student will do problems l-5 Section 2,4



V. General - The student will Rnow the chain ule in obtainints the derivative of

functions

Specific I0 Th stlWent will define what is meant by the term "parametric
equations" and will state when parametric equations occur.

Specific II. The student Al% state the chain rule for obtaining the derivative,

of two Zunctions9 5,4%) 1 =,

Specific III. Given a pair of parametric e4uations9 as functions of 07,)

the student will obtain the derivative _O y two methods

10 using the chain rule
2 elimination of the parametier, and subsequent

implicit differentiation

Specific IV. The student will do problems 1-49 and 6-10, Section 2-,



k. Gene 1 The student will know the moaning :end application of the differentials

4ecific The student yill define the differential and 3ive geometrical

interpretations of C )0f.

4poicip xi The student will !mow how to obta:a1 the second derivative ,tv.

aad tferential of a function

Jpeciric III* The student will state all of the formulae derived for the

derivative of the algelva.a function in terms of the differential

igio IV0 The student will do problems 1.8t 14-180 Section 2.7.



Unit xix Applications og t4ra Liar.tvo.V1v3

Gemml 04 -+ vet The lagie 1.442L arA0 a 4.7:trat

raw/ mc1:34 ctstaa;1", C114`174:

Spo Vic Objec.*5ivos:

(C.1.) (gib IN 0,

N\ the Btudent 70.1 'be ble to sketch the

finotiva by the folloTiag two promg:lureal

c" 'i0 der ivat'io.4 tc) c74:teramixte

horimontal :0:age:at points, arid. (b) exwine the 1,:'00t6 og
Pp cc.

the mmr,tion. - c- to dellermine aope or the

line botween the hor izontal tanpntsc

s. Givm ". :Vv.) th,e &ttf.C3Bilt 1111/. be able to ok:etch the

cam.7,-.: of the :emotion using. the test of the B3cond

u':.: ^%;;ei ve to deter:A.1.1e the shape at' :l .=J con cavit. with

their zwropri,:,.4,te

ite stadent will define what :Is 117Z117.1t by the term

ao:int of infl.kaction..

jaV r the student will determine the points

of ingUctiono

5. The student will do problems l-5 section 3-1 and problems

1,2,4,518,10 section 34.



UNIT III Applications of the Derivative

II. General Objective , The student will know how to solve related rate problems'

Specific Objectives . (1) Given a goometrical functional reltationship in

which the vnriAbles are time related° the student

will express those relationships in the form of

an equation*

(2) The student will solve problems 305,60718

section 3..20



UNIT III ,.. Applications of ths.Derivative

III, General Objective - The student will know how to solve maxima and minima

problems.

Specific Objectives - (1) Given a description of some functional relaion-»

ship, the student will write an equation for the

quantity that is to be a maxim.= or a minimums

(2) With the use of the tests involving the first

and second derivatives, the student will determine

those values of the function which are maximum

or minimtun.

(3) The student will volve IJroblems 2-10 section 3-6.

UNIT III - Applications of the Derivative

IV. General Objective - The student will know the mean value theorem,

Specific Objectives - (1) In one to two sentences, the student will

define the mean value theorem for a given function

y = stp and is continuous for ac x cb.

(2) The student will solve Imoblems 1-5, seciion 3.8.



I. General Objective

Specific

Specific

- MIsmtioa

- The student will know how to obtain the indoEinite

integral of a function.

10. The student will explain in one sentence, the relationship

between anti-differentiation and indefinite integration.

II - The student will write the formulas for the following

differential functions,

Sdux

sou

(dg, + dv)

jedu

Specific III - The student will solve problems 1423 in section 4-2.

Unit IV - Integration

II. General Objective - The student will know the applications of the

indefinite integral.

Specific

Specific

I - Given a differential equltion, the student will solve the

equation determining the specific value of the constant of

integration for prescribed initial conditions.

II m Given the general statement of the motion of a body, the

student will derive the equations for the velocity and

position of the body as a function of time.

Specific III The student will solve problems 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 & 13

section 4-3.



trni.1; 7V integration

III. General Objective - The student will know how to differentiate and,

integrate sine and cosine functions.

Specific I . Using theL process, the student will Derive the expression

for the derivative of the function, y sin u.

Specific II - The student will derive the expression for the derivative

of cos us using the trigonometric identity relating cos u

to sin u and the derivative of sin ue

Specific III - The student will write the formulas for the following

differential function.

Scos u du

sin u du

Specific IV - The student will solve problems 21-36 and problems 4o.60

in section 44.5.

IV. General Objective - The student will know how to obtain the definite
integral of a function.

Specific I - Given a function y tze(tOt the student will define what is
meant by the definite integral between the limits of a a: b
in terms of the indefinite integral.



,%udvLci: will lAtow hu.!

c=re nItwoQn

22rnfic I Given a :`motion y 4'110) on the closed

the utv4ant U1 14/ the method 4 !

rectanvinal ntrip calcIalte an !.;;.1.-rorc7:,ill

under the omqve given by the Taniltion =,.

Il The stuclent will solie problri= 1-5 Qectioa 4-6,

#4 wi

1;9ocigic III The ;::tulont will derivl )we()n tb(1

And tho de:Unite inteaval

SI;eciRic c eit sta:,:e the thecrff

int 1 t:,:alcmivls0

Spee:;fic V The 1A67a;;
r,

ans.i y:rAela 6..12 c,:ecion

UNIT V - Applications of the Definite Integral

General Objective The student will know how to calculate the area between

two curves.

Specific Objectives (1) Given two functionso yi=109 and y2m 4) the studemt

will graph the two functions and set up the area for

the differential element (y1 - y2) 4 .

(2) The student will then be able to write the expression

for the total area between the two curves between

assigned limits using the fundamental theorem of the

integral calculus*

3) The student will solve ,roblems 2-8v section 5 -2.



MIT V - Applications of the Definite Integral

II° General Objective - the student will know how to calculate distances traveled

by a body when Llovinrs with a variable velocity°

Specific Objectives (1) Given the function v .11-)9 the student will solve
k .4

the resulting differential equ4tion for the distance

traveled between assigned limite of to using the

fundamental theorem of the integral calculusc.

(2) The student will solve problems 1-8o section 5-30

UNIT V - Awlieutions of the Definite integral

General Objective The student will know how to calculate volumns of

solids produced by revolving areas about given axes.

cf
Specific Objectives - (1) Given the function y w;CJ, the student will write

the expression for the elemental volume consisting

cevv4

of a "sliced of radius yari of thickness AK

(2) The student will then write the expression for

the total volume hetwcen assigned limits using

the fundamental theorem of the integral calculus

(3) Given the function y v(-1;,.:;; the ettaent will writ(

the eroression for the elemental volume consistin

of a "shell" of raedus and thickness LS()

(4) The student will then write the expression for

the total volume between assizned limits using

the fundamental theorem of the integral calculus.

(5) The student will do problems 1-8, section 5-40

t)



mit IT - e.
J 0. .r.11",:: of va nte

IV. General Objective - The st;z1Aent will 1cno.1 how to calcluate the arc length

of a plane cuvve4

Specific Objectives - (1) The student will derive the expression for the

arc lonzth of a curve (y unrtu the mean

value theorom an'a the d)v.tt 1 theoL-!..wit of the

Vit-asrs1 calouluci.

3iven a function 1.J4 tid= o.

an.j. y 17tu4nt vfal

al e ent!7 7 toculatth lg kac P.10 cury

assiened its,

4;t1Iiiat uill vlioblexE Ention -60

Gemml 013;jeoki Tho hcP:f to cvlov,LA'4 the al7oa of a

aurf=e of :t:c7c11.7::devt,,,

Specific; Objetivos - (1) The stent will the two exprasiows fo7

(-N4
ourf ,,oneroted by a 1,11104. "fr,

D rotated cikaT4 GV y axir$9 using the

fmaelament4i0 theoxm inte5ana11 calculuo.,

T:m student 1611

n,otIcr.



t
con.:1 Ar; mi

VI. General Objective - The student will know hew to calculate tor the center of

mass of a body.

Specific Objectives - (/) The student will derive the equations for the

center of rasa of a system of discrete particleso

AN ovvievrb,
using the principle of maxevonts.

(2) The student -;ill derive the equations for the

center of mass of a body.

(3) The student will solve -1_rotlems 1-54 motion 5-1.

Unit V - Applications of the Definite Integral

VII . General Objective - The student will know how to calculate the work

done by a variale force .

Specific I .. The student will write the expression for work as

defined in physics°

Specific II - The student will derive the equation for work done by

a variable force over assigned limits°

Specific III- The student will solve problems 1-6 Section 5-13,


